
 

The sports festival was held within the framework of TOPs program at full secondary school No. 18 named afterThe sports festival was held within the framework of TOPs program at full secondary school No. 18 named after
M. Mushfig in Baku. M. Mushfig in Baku. 

At the festival, more than 100 secondary school students demonstrated their strength and ability in variousAt the festival, more than 100 secondary school students demonstrated their strength and ability in various
sports. The festival, held with the leadership of physical education teachers of the school, was also attended by thesports. The festival, held with the leadership of physical education teachers of the school, was also attended by the
parents. During the festival, the parents supported their children.parents. During the festival, the parents supported their children.

The main objective of the festival is to strengthen the health of students, to protect their psychological stability,The main objective of the festival is to strengthen the health of students, to protect their psychological stability,
and to further improve their attitude towards physical education lessons. The event, held as sports and art holiday, hasand to further improve their attitude towards physical education lessons. The event, held as sports and art holiday, has
a positive impact on the expansion of socialization among students and the improvement of learning outcomes. It alsoa positive impact on the expansion of socialization among students and the improvement of learning outcomes. It also
helps increase students` interest in sports.helps increase students` interest in sports.

Speaking at the event, Rena Suleymanova, director of secondary school No. 18, talked about the advantages ofSpeaking at the event, Rena Suleymanova, director of secondary school No. 18, talked about the advantages of
TOPs methodology and the importance of the physical health of students in education, and expressed her gratitude toTOPs methodology and the importance of the physical health of students in education, and expressed her gratitude to
the organizers of the event.the organizers of the event.

During the festival, schoolchildren demonstrated exemplary performances in various sports and there were heldDuring the festival, schoolchildren demonstrated exemplary performances in various sports and there were held
competitions. At the end of the event, the winning teams were awarded cups and medals.competitions. At the end of the event, the winning teams were awarded cups and medals.
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